
Linguistics 201                  Kathryn Flack 
Spring, 2007 
 

Homework 10 – Phonological rules and syllable structure 
 

Due Friday, May 4 
 
1.  Zoque 
 

The following words show the first person possessive forms of various nouns. 
 

[]  voiceless glottal stop    [ts] and [dz] are alveolar affricates  
[]  voiced palatal nasal    [t] and [d] are palatal affricates      

 
[pama]   ‘clothing’    [m-bama]   ‘my clothing’ 

 [tongoya] ‘rabbit’    [-dongoya]  ‘my rabbit’ 
 [tatah]   ‘father’    [n-datah]   ‘my father’ 
 [kaya]   ‘rooster’    [-gaya]   ‘my rooster’ 
 [tsima]   ‘calabash’    [n-dzima]   ‘my calabash’ 
 [tihu]   ‘emerging’    [n-dihu]   ‘my emerging’ 
 [kama]   ‘corn field’   [-gama]   ‘my corn field’ 

 
To produce a first person possessive form of a noun, a Zoque speaker must add a prefix  
to the noun, and perform a phonological change within the noun. 
 
1.1. Prefixes 
 

a. There are four different prefixes which can mark first person possessive 
forms. List each prefix, along with all of the noun root(s) that it gets added to. 

 

Prefix Noun root(s) 

Example   [m-] [pama] 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
b. There are two features which are shared by all four prefixes What are they? 

 
 



c. Each prefix has a feature in common with the first consonant in the nouns that 
it attaches to. What is it? 

 
 
 
 

1.2. Phonological change inside the nouns 
 

a. Setting aside the prefixes for the moment, one segment in each noun above 
changes when the first person possessive is formed. Fill in the first person 
possessive forms of the nouns, separating the prefixes from the nouns in these 
forms with a hyphen. Then list these segmental changes. 

 

Noun  First person possessive Segmental change 

[pama] [m-bama] [p]    [b] 

[tongoya]   

[tatah]   

[kaya]   

[tsima]   

[tihu]   

[kama]   

 
b. Write a general rule that describes all of the segmental changes you identified. 

(Hint: think about features) The context for this rule is “after the first-person 
possessive prefix”. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

c. The segmental change that you identified in 1.2(a) are triggered by the 
prefixes that are added to nouns, which you identified in 1.1(a). It is 
unsurprising that this change occur after these prefixes. Why?  

(Hint: think about the features of the prefixes, and the features that are 
changing in the nouns) 

 
 
 



1.3. The first person possessive form of [kau] dying is [-gau] my dying. Do you 
expect this, given your findings above? Why or why not? In your explanation, 
consider both the form of the prefix (as found in 1.1) and the segmental change 
inside the noun (as found in 1.2). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Syllable structure 
 

2.1. Name the smallest part of the syllable to which the boldfaced segments in each 
word belong. Each word is a single syllable. 

 
a. book   [bk] ___________   c. striped   [straypt]  ___________ 
 
b. book  [bk] ___________   d. striped   [straypt]  ___________ 
 

2.2. Give two examples of one-syllable English words which have each of the 
following properties. Give both spelling and a transcription of each word. 

 
Example No coda see  [si]      sigh [say]     
 
a. No onset                  

 
b. Complex coda                   

 
c. Identical onset and coda                


